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.Ostraet- This paper considen the single channel soliton system the ideal, lossiess peak power will not give the balance 
where the predictions of the analytical models are compared with between non-linearity and dispersion required to create a 
the numerical simulations of the system performance. To soliton. In order to achleve this balance we need to use a 
overcome the effect of loss in long-haul light wave systems, 
solitons should be ampWied piodically to compensate for the 
losses Howcver even with the discrete periodic ampLif~cation, 
larmching with the ideal, lossless peak power wi l l  not give the 
balance between "on-lineariq and dispersion required to create a 
soliton. In order to achieve the balance averaee soliton svstem 

guiding center soliton or average soliton system [6],[7],[8] 
where a pulse with an enhanced peak power is launched so 
that the average power over the propagation between 
amplifiers is equal to the soliton power in a lossless system. In 
this way the non-linearity and the dispersion are exactly 

-~ - ~ - 
/guiding center soliton is used where a pulse with an enh&ced balallced over the entire fibre span. This warrants 
mab DO-ver is launched so that the averam power over the transmission of optical solitons, however at some distances - .  
propagation behveen amplifiers is equal to the soliton power in a 
lossless system. In order to improve the performance in 
propagation of soliton systems, it is necessary to rffist signal to 
noise ratio (SNR) degradation and Gordon-Haus jitter 
accumulation. This is done usine the guided soliton system where .. . 
flw +strrn Inns i#n-lisr liltrrs ahirh prcvml tlw frequrr~c? uf thv 
rg,liton ft-onl drifting a5 a rrsnllt uf thc accun~ulal~~d \Sb; ttuirc 
and hence suppre&the GH jitter. The effect of m o d i f ~ g  the 
existing rule of thumb formulae is presented in terms d a design 
diagram. This is then compared to the numeric;ll simulations A 
seriw of desim diagram with Gordon-Haus (GH) jittcr, signal to 
noise ratio (SNR) and sditon collapse limited transmission is also 
inhnduced The same study has been repeated for guided soliton 
systems. 

Keysords- Guiding center soliton systent; guided solifon 
systemj EDFA; GHtimingjidm; SNR 

Thls work will look at a single channel soliton system 
where the pre&ctions of the analytical models are compared 
with the numerical simulations of the system performance. 
We look at the example of the design diagram and when 
certain effects are dommant. We describe the methodology 
for the numerical simulations and the systems to be used for 
the s~mulations. 

ImrtkK- Y h e f e c r  of fibre i o s b e m  
feature for long-distance propagation of soliton in fibres. 
Hasegawa and Kodama [1,2,3] have proposed several methods 
to overcome the effect of loss in long-haul light wave systems. 
Mollenauer et a1 [4,6] materialized in experiments the 
concept of Raman amplification using the fibre Raman gain to 
reshape the soliton. Solitons should be amplified periodically 
using either lumped or distributed amplification [6,7,8]. The 
lumped amplification scheme in which Erbium Doped Fibers 
Amplifiers, EDFAs are yeriodicaily placed along the fibre lmk 
to compensate for the losses, is now considered. However 
even with this discrete periodic amplification, launchn~g wtli 

minor disturbance-llke amplified spontaneous emission, ASE 
starts to accumulate and deteriorates the transmission [9]. To 
overcome such effects, the guided solitons where the system 
has in-line filters which prevent the frequency of the soliton 
from d&g as a result of the accumulated ASE noise and 
hence suppress the GH jitter, was introduced 

1.1 Main Limitations for an Amplified Soliton 

The development of the EDFA was a major breakthrough 
in the field of communication. Loss-induced broadening in 
fibre is unfavourable especially when solitons are used in 
optical transmission. Solitons need to be amplified 
periodically to restore their energy. Nakazawa et al. [10] first 
demonstrated soliton transmission with EDFA in the late 80s. 
The Illnitations imposed by EDFAs to the propagation of an 
amplified soliton are Gordon Haus (GH) Effecf Amplified 
Spontaneous Emission (ASE) Noise Accumulatioq Periodic 
Attenuation and Amplification of Soliton (average soliton 
limit) and Interaction between Solitons (Soliton collapsed, SC) 

The Gordon-Haus effect i.e 

and the average soliton limit i.e. 

establish a lower lvnit for the pulse width 
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Figure 1.6: Bitrate= 10 GbiWs 

Pulsewidth YS dispersion 
sol 1 (analytical) 

Figue 1.7 walytioal plots fmpulseundth versus dipenionfor 
difFennt amplifi~ spcingn in analyticalmethod 

Pulsewidth vs dispersion 
(numerical dmulanon) 

Frgvre 1.8 Nummioalplots for pulsewidth versus dipasion fa 
dafmnt amplifier spacings i~ numerical method 

The use of fdters decreases the GH lirmtations i.e. the GH 
effect is decreased and this then leads to an increase in the 
range of the allowed parameters and also increases the 
kspersion both analytical and numer~cal simulation. This is 
shownin figures 1.9 and 1.10 forL,= 50lan [IS]. Fromthese 
plots there is not much reduction in timing jitter when in-line 
filters are used except at hgher dispersion but the Vend 
follows. Based on the previous simulations that have been 
published [16,17] the filtering works much better when the 
underlying GH is small. 

Figure 1.9 Analfloalplot for pulsewidth versus dispmionforL.= 
50 !en 
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nvrnerlral at ~ a - 5 0  km 
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Figure 1-10 NumRioalplot for pulsewidth "emus dispmion for 
L.=50km 

The eye diagram in figure 1.11 is for system parameters 
corresponds to a point on a design diagram close to the limit 
imposed by the GH effect. It shows clealy the position jitter 
of the pulses as predicted by the GH effect. Figure 1.12 shows 
the improvement when in-line filters can reduce the effect of 
GH at the end of 3500 km propagation of fibre system. The 
benefit of filters is evident by reducing the GH jitter and 
limiting the degradation due to instability induced by the 
periodical amplification [7 ] .  
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Figure 1.11 Eye diagram for guidinz ocntersoliton 




